New characterization measures of pore shape and connectivity applied to coatings used for controlled drug release
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ABSTRACT

Pore geometry characterization methods are important tools for understanding how pore structure influences properties such as transport through a porous material. Bottlenecks can have a large influence on transport and related properties. However, existing methods only catch certain types of bottleneck effects caused by variations in pore size. We here introduce a new measure, geodesic channel strength, which captures a different type of bottleneck effect caused by many paths coinciding in the same pore. We further develop new variants of pore size measures and propose a new way of visualizing 3-D characterization results using layered images. The new measures together with existing measures were used to characterize and visualize properties of 3-D FIB-SEM images of three leached ethyl-cellulose/hydroxypropyl-cellulose films. All films were shown to be anisotropic, and the strongest anisotropy was found in the film with lowest porosity. This film had very tortuous paths and strong geodesic channel-bottlenecks, while the paths through the other two films were relatively straight with well-connected pore networks. The geodesic channel strength was shown to give important new visual and quantitative insights about connectivity, and the new pore size measures provided useful information about anisotropies and inhomogeneities in the pore structures. The methods have been implemented in the freely available software MIST.

© 2021 American Pharmacists Association. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

Introduction

The pore geometry to a large extent determines the rate of diffusive transport through a porous material. Structural properties that can have a large impact on the diffusive transport rates are pore volume fraction; pore sizes and shapes; lengths of paths through the pore system; dead-ends; and bottleneck effects\textsuperscript{1,2} (because the governing equations are mathematically equivalent, this also holds for electrical and thermal conductivity\textsuperscript{3}). Information about connectivity properties such as path lengths and bottleneck effects can only be obtained from 3-D representations of the material. Advances in microscopy techniques have made it possible to obtain detailed images of the 3-D geometry of porous materials.\textsuperscript{4−6} To make full use of these images, characterization methods that capture the important properties of the pore geometry are needed. Nevertheless, despite the availability of both 3-D images and characterization methods, often only simple measures such as the total porosity,\textsuperscript{7} the spherical pore size distribution, or the chord-length distribution\textsuperscript{8} are reported. In particular, these measures do not give any information about anisotropy or about connectivity of pore structures.

Existing pore geometry measures include pore sizes computed using different structuring elements, such as spheres, ellipsoid, and lines, and local porosity. Path lengths through the pore network are characterized by the geodesic tortuosity and measures the length of geodesic paths.\textsuperscript{9} A geodesic path is here the shortest path which lies completely within the pore space and which connects the top to the bottom and goes through a specified point. Geodesic paths and tortuosities are powerful methods that can be used to visually explore how the pore network is connected and geodesic tortuosity is often a good predictor of diffusive transport.\textsuperscript{10,11} It is well known that bottleneck effects caused by pore size variation, i.e. constricitivity effects, can have a large effect on transport through porous materials, see e.g. Petersen,\textsuperscript{1} Van Brakel and Heertjes,\textsuperscript{12} Dullien\textsuperscript{13}(p. 228) and Siepmann...
et al. Measures of this type of constrictivity effect have been introduced in recent years in Berg and Holzer et al. In Holzer et al., the constrictivity is computed using pore sizes with respect to structuring elements and from mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP)-pore sizes that are designed to match a physical experiment. This constrictivity measure together with the tortuosity has been shown to be a good predictor of diffusive transport. Still, existing constrictivity measures do not capture all aspects of bottleneck effects.

This paper introduces a new geometric measure, geodesic channel strength, which quantifies an important property of the network connecting the pores, viz. parts of the pore structure where many geodesic paths coincide. The measure provides a method to simplify the network which can be used to visually identify and to quantify important structural features such as bottlenecks in the data and for prediction of diffusive transport. The geodesic channel strength measures a type of bottleneck effect that is different from the already existing constrictivity measures.

The paper also proposes new measures of the local shape of pores obtained as maxima, taken in different directions, of pore sizes with respect to circles and lines. These maxima gave additional shape information, which was summarized as elongation and ellipsoid factors. To the best of our knowledge such maxima and shape factors have not been considered in earlier literature. We further introduce a new way of visualizing results in 3-D by layering images with different opacities.

Leached ethyl-cellulose (EC)/hydroxypropyl-cellulose (HPC) films are used as coating for controlled drug release from pharmaceutical pellets. The drug diffuses through the pore structure that forms when the HPC is leached out, and the pore geometry controls how fast the drug is released. Previous work detailing the 3-D microstructure of this type of EC/HPC polymers can be found in Marucci et al. and in Andersson et al., where the material has been imaged using confocal microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. Transport through these coatings has been visualized using in situ environmental scanning electron microscopy in Jansson et al. The same type of polymer has also been characterized with respect to pore shape and branching points in Håbel et al. and a visualization of the interconnectivity of the three films which are used in this work can be found in Fager et al.

In the present paper, we used our new measures, together with local porosity, pore size with respect to spheres, circles and lines, constrictivity measures, and measures based on distances through the pore structure, to extract important features of the pore geometry of 3-D images of EC/HPC films. The images were obtained from combined focused ion beam and scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) tomography of films where the aqueous soluble HPC phase had been leached, leaving the EC porous network intact. The advantage of using scanning electron microscopy in contrast to, e.g., confocal microscopy is the high spatial resolution, and the focused ion beam tomography in combination with the scanning electron microscope enables a 3-D reconstruction of the porous microstructure. Other sequential imaging techniques that can be used for 3-D reconstruction of porous materials, apart from confocal microscopy and electron microscopy, are X-ray tomography and neutron tomography.

In the next section the processes used to manufacture the EC/HPC films, to leach the HPC phase, to record experimental 3-D data and to binarize the images are outlined. The following section describes the pore structure characterization methods. The results are then given, followed by a discussion of the main conclusions. Details about the construction of the layered images, two videos illustrating the advantages with using layered images, and the method used to compute the geodesic paths can be found in the electronic supplementary material.

Materials and methods

Data acquisition

Ethyl cellulose/hydroxypropyl cellulose polymer films

The polymer films were produced from the water soluble polymer, HPC, and the water insoluble polymer, EC. The two polymers were dissolved in ethanol and sprayed onto a rotating drum to create a film. The spraying direction was the direction of transport through the film, corresponding to the direction of transport through the coatings of pharmaceutical pellets. After drying, the films were cut off from the drum and the HPC were leached out to create 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm square porous films. The weight percentages of the water soluble polymer HPC were 22, 30, and 45. The films were denoted HPC22, HPC30 and HPC45, respectively. For a detailed description of the production process see Fager et al.

Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy and 3-D image segmentation

A FIB beam was used to sequentially prepare cross sections of the EC/HPC films and a SEM was used to image the cross sections. This produced stacks of 200 2-D images per film. Fig. 1 shows one of the 2-D images from each stack. Again, see Fager et al. for a detailed description. Segmentation of the image data into solid and pore was performed in the following fashion: For each data set, manual segmentation was performed in 100 randomly selected 2-D regions of size 256 × 256 pixels. So-called linear scale-space features, i.e., a set of Gaussian smoothed images at different scales were extracted (using Gaussian filters with standard deviations sigma = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 pixels) for the slice to be segmented and five adjacent slices in each direction. These features were used to train a random forest classifier (combining the output of 101 decision tree classifiers) which is then applied to the full data sets. The resulting segmented images (Fig. 2) were used to describe the porous network. For more details on the image segmentation, the reader is referred to Röding et al. in which an almost identical segmentation work flow was used.
To avoid edge effects the images were cropped close to the boundary, removing 11% of the voxels in the x-direction. The images were also sub-sampled, taking every fifth voxel in the x- and y-direction, so that the voxel size was 50 nm in all directions. This was necessary since equal voxel size in all directions is a requirement of the built-in Matlab function bwdistgeo.

A channel of high strength by this definition computes the tortuosity for the full pore structure relative to the length of the geodesic path in the direction the path is computed. A 2-D example of the tortuosity is shown in Fig. 4, where the color of each point corresponds to the point-wise tortuosity-value in that point. It is clear from the tortuosity that geodesic paths on the left are longer than paths on the right (compare with the three paths shown in Fig. 3).

The algorithm used to compute the geodesic channel strength in the three EC/HPC films was implemented as follows: First, a set S consisting of around 9000 points p were distributed evenly throughout the pore structure. The distribution was done by dividing the pore structure into small sections, and randomly placing points p uniformly in each section. The number of points placed in each small section, out of the total 9000 points, was proportional to the pore volume of the small section. The corresponding geodesic path GeoPath(p) (computed in the chosen direction) was then computed for every distributed point p. Each path was set to have a thickness of 20 voxels (corresponding to 1 μm) to make the channel measure easier to visualize.

This resulted in a set of paths G = {GeoPath(p); p ∈ S}. Finally, the geodesic channel strength, denoted GeoChannel(p'), is defined as the percentage of paths in G that passed through the point p'. GeoChannel(p') was computed for all points p' in the pore structure. See the electronic supplementary material for a description of the algorithm for computing the geodesic paths.

An example of the geodesic channel measure is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. It clearly shows a significant aspect of the 2-D network connecting the top and bottom: there are four main channels from the middle to the top, whereas there are only three main channels from the middle to the bottom. Note also that the three geodesic paths GeoPath(p) in the left panel follow to a large extent the main geodesic channels, except when the paths are close to their respective points p.

Geodesic tortuosity

The point-wise geodesic tortuosity is defined as
\[ \tau_{pw}(p) = l(\text{GeoPath}(p))/L, \]
where \(l(\text{GeoPath}(p))\) is the length of the geodesic path corresponding to \(p\), computed in direction dir, and \(L\) is the thickness of the pore structure in this direction. The tortuosity thus measures the length of the geodesic path relative to the length of the pore structure in the direction the path is computed. A 2-D example of the tortuosity is shown in Fig. 4, where the color of each point corresponds to the point-wise tortuosity-value in that point. It is clear from the tortuosity that geodesic paths on the left are longer than paths on the right (compare with the three paths shown in Fig. 3).

Our definition computes the tortuositites for the full pore structure, as is done in Peyrega and Jeulin and Barman et al., instead of using the common method where tortuositites are only computed for geodesic paths at the top layer of the pore structure (i.e., tortuositites are only computed corresponding to geodesic paths GeoPath(p) for points \(p\) in the top layer). In Barman et al., computing tortuositites for the full pore structure was found to give better diffusive transport prediction.

---

1 Note that the top and bottom of the pore structure refers to the top and bottom in the chosen direction.
Local porosity
The local porosity was computed similarly to what was done in Hilfer, by computing the porosity for subsets of the pore structure: The pore structure was first divided into 45 \( \times \) 30 \( \times \) 3 boxes, i.e. the \( x \)-direction was divided into 45 parts of roughly equal size, the \( y \)-direction into 30 parts of roughly equal size, and the \( z \)-direction into 3 parts of roughly equal size. The porosity was then computed for each combination of \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) neighboring boxes, resulting in local porosity values on a \( 43 \times 28 \times 1 \) grid.

Local pore sizes
Local pore sizes are computed relative to simple geometrical objects, which are called structuring elements. The pore size in a point \( p \) is defined as the size of the largest rescaled structuring

Fig. 3. Example illustrating the connection between geodesic paths and geodesic channel strength on a 2-D pore structure extracted from HPC45. Left: Three geodesic paths \( \text{GeoPath}(p) \). The points \( p \), for which \( \text{GeoPath}(p) \) is the shortest path connecting \( p \) to the top and the bottom, are marked with yellow circles. The matrix is shown in black. Right: The geodesic channel strength computed from 3000 geodesic paths connecting the top and bottom. The channel strength is only shown for pores that are connected to the top and bottom. The matrix and pores that are not connected are shown in black. Double-headed arrows indicate the direction of the geodesic paths and channel strength. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Examples, using the same pore structure as in Fig. 3, showing circle-pore sizes, maximal line-pore sizes, MIP-pore sizes computed from the top and geodesic tortuosities corresponding to paths connecting the top and bottom. Arrows indicate the direction the connectivity measures were computed in. MIP-pore sizes were only computed for pores that are connected to the top, and tortuosity values were only computed for pores that are connected to the top and bottom.
element that can fit within the pore space and cover p. Each point in the pore space is in this way given a local size. These local pore sizes provide an intuitive measure of size for pore geometries for which there are no well-defined pore shapes. Local pore sizes, or granulometries as they are also called, were introduced in Matheron and is a common tool in image analysis. Different structuring elements quantify different properties of the pore geometry. For the 3-D data we used spheres, circles and line segments as structuring elements. The sphere-sizes give non-directional size information, whereas circles and line-sizes give information about pore shape and anisotropy. The notation for the structuring elements is $B_{\text{sphere}}$ for a sphere structuring element, $B_{\text{circ,plane}}$ for a circle located in the plane, where the plane is either of the sub-planes $(x, y), (y, z)$, or $(z, x)$, and $B_{\text{line,dir}}$ for a line segment structuring element in direction dir, with dir being the direction of the $x, y$-, or $z$-axis, a diagonal direction in the $(x, y)$-, $(x, z)$- and $(y, z)$-planes, or a diagonal direction in the unit cube. Thus three circle-sizes and 13 line-sizes are computed. The local pore size is denoted $p^*$ for structuring element $B^*$.

We also define two new local pore size measures: the local maximal circle-pore size $p_{\text{circ, max}}$, which is obtained by taking the maximum of $p_{\text{circ,plane}}$ over all three planes, and the local maximal line-pore size $p_{\text{line, max}}$ which is obtained by taking the maximum of $p_{\text{line, dir}}$ over all thirteen directions. These maximal pore sizes are used to define an elongation factor and an ellipsoid factor that summarize the shape of the pores. The factors are defined by comparing the maximal circle size and the maximal line size respectively to the sphere size, and taking the mean over all points in the pore space, as $\text{Elong} = \text{mean}(p_{\text{line, max}}/p_{\text{sphere}})$ and $\text{Ellips} = \text{mean}(p_{\text{circ, max}}/p_{\text{sphere}})$. 2-D illustrations of circle-pore sizes and maximal line-sizes are shown in the top of Fig. 4.

**Table 1**
Pore shape measures and the two pore shape factors. The mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of the sphere-pore size $p_{\text{sphere}}$, maximal circle-pore size $p_{\text{circ,max}}$ and maximal line-pore size $p_{\text{line,max}}$ are given in $\mu$m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HPC22</th>
<th>HPC30</th>
<th>HPC45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{sphere}}$ mean (min, max) [st.dev.]</td>
<td>0.35 (0.05, 0.95) [0.14]</td>
<td>0.60 (0.05, 1.55) [0.26]</td>
<td>0.72 (0.05, 2.15) [0.36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{circ,max}}$ mean (min, max) [st.dev.]</td>
<td>0.62 (0.05, 2.95) [0.35]</td>
<td>1.00 (0.05, 2.55) [0.39]</td>
<td>1.18 (0.05, 3.15) [0.52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation factor</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{line,max}}$ mean (min, max) [st.dev.]</td>
<td>1.42 (0.05, 11.95) [0.99]</td>
<td>2.57 (0.05, 8.55) [0.94]</td>
<td>3.39 (0.05, 11.75) [1.32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation factor</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**
The porosity for the three EC/HPC films was calculated to 18% for HPC22, 29% for HPC30 and 42% for HPC45. The measured pore volume fractions in the cropped images that were used for the characterization, which had voxels close to the $x$-direction removed because of edge effects from the binarization, were relatively close to those of the original binarized images, with 18% for HPC22, 30% for HPC30 and 41% for HPC45.

The characterization results are inevitably biased because of boundary effects. The sample size is much smaller in the $z$-direction, which should result in stronger boundary effects in the $z$-direction. However, since the sample sizes in the $x$- and $y$-direction are similar, the results for these directions are comparable and hence some of the results are given only for the $x$- and $y$-directions. Additionally, the most interesting results are for the $y$-direction, the direction corresponding to drug transport, and some results are only presented for this direction.

**Pore size and shape**
Table 1 shows that the sphere-pore sizes, maximal circle-pore sizes and maximal line-pore sizes increase as the pore volume increases (with the exception of the max value of the maximal circle- and of the maximal line-pore size, which is high for HPC22 due to inhomogeneities, see the discussion below). The sphere-sizes are also smaller than the circle-sizes which in turn are smaller than the line-sizes, as can be expected. The same trends are observed in Fig. 5. The ellipsoidal shape factor stays relatively constant, whereas the elongation shape factor increases as the pore volume increases (Table 1).

What stands out in Fig. 6 is that there is a big difference in how often the line size in the $x$-direction (numbered 1) is the largest compared to how often the line size in the $y$-direction (numbered 2) is largest. This line size trend is relatively strong in all films, but is stronger for lower pore volume fractions. The same trend with smaller sizes in the $y$-direction can be found for the diagonal lines in the planes (numbered 4-9) for HPC22, i.e., the diagonal lines are more frequently the largest in the $xz$-plane (numbered 8-9) compared to lines in the planes that include...
the y-direction (numbered 4–7). The four cross-diagonal lines in the unit-cube (numbered 10–13) do not show large differences between the different directions.

The HPC22 film is seen in Panel (b) of Fig. 7 to have strongly inhomogeneous xz-circle sizes, i.e. $p_{s_{\text{circ},xz}}$ varies markedly between y-slices. This is, however, not the case for HPC30 and HPC45 in Panel (b), nor is it the case for the other two circle-pore sizes, $p_{s_{\text{circ},xy}}$ and $p_{s_{\text{circ},yz}}$ for any of the three films (Panels (a) and (c)). The largest value of the maximal circle-pore size $p_{s_{\text{circ},\max}}$ (and of the maximal line-pore size $p_{s_{\text{line},\max}}$) is also larger for HPC22 than for HPC30 (Table 1), which goes against the trend of pore sizes increasing with increasing porosity.

**Connectivity**

By Table 2 the proportion of connected pores is much lower in HPC22 than in HPC30 and HPC45. The MIP-pore size and the constric-
tivity show that bottleneck effects caused by variation in pore size are stronger in HPC22 than in the other two films. The median MIP-pore size of HPC22 corresponds to bottlenecks of one voxel, meaning that the largest sphere that can reach at least half of the film from the top is a sphere that consists of only one voxel.

The local porosities shown in Fig. 8 are averages of the porosity in boxes that span the whole film in the z-direction but that only occupy a small portion of the film in the x- and y-direction. The figure shows that there is quite high variation in all three films, and that there are layers in the y-direction with low porosity (see the layers marked with a dashed frame in the figure).

**Visual inspection of geodesic paths**

The geodesic paths computed in HPC22, shown in Fig. 9, seem more disordered than the paths through HPC30 and HPC45, which are more evenly distributed throughout the pore space and which are less winded. The layers in HPC22 with low porosities (marked with a dashed frame in yellow in Fig. 8) are marked with a yellow box. It looks as though the connectivity, through this layer is poor, as the computed geodesic paths all pass through two parts of this box, see the yellow arrows.

**Connectivity measured by geodesic tortuosity (path lengths)**

For the tortuosity (Table 2 and Figs. 10 and 11), the lengths of paths in HPC22 are considerably larger than the values in the other two films, for both $\tau_x$ and $\tau_y$. For $\tau_y$ in HPC22, which is the tortuosity...
in the transport direction, the left half of the film is poorly connected with \( r_y \) values above three (light blue areas). There is an area in the right half of the film which is better connected with \( r_y \) around two (dark blue areas). The area with dark blue tortuosity in the yellow box corresponds to the part indicated by the yellow arrow on the right of HPC22 in Fig. 9.

The values of the tortuosities of \( r_x \) in HPC22, and of both \( r_x \) and \( r_y \) in the other two films, are more homogeneously distributed throughout the films. The relative lengths of paths in the transport direction (\( r_y \)) are about twice as large as the relative lengths of paths in the \( x \)-direction (\( r_x \)) for HPC22. Paths in the transport direction are longer than paths in the \( x \)-direction for HPC30 as well, but the difference is smaller. For HPC45, the difference is quite small, except for the max-values. The pores in the layers with low porosities in Fig. 8 marked with dashed frames), can be seen in Fig. 10 to have relatively high tortuosities in the \( x \)-direction. This trend is strongest in HPC22.

Connectivity measured by geodesic channel strength (path locations)

The main channels, i.e. parts of the pore structure with high geodesic channel strength, are of considerably higher strength in HPC22 compared to in HPC30. The yellow box in HPC22 in Fig. 12 contains a main channel with strength of 86%, i.e. 86% of all computed geodesic paths through the main channel on the right.

In contrast, the maximum geodesic channel strength in HPC30 and HPC45 are both under 11%, meaning that the paths are more well distributed across the whole pore space (Table 2) These differences in channel strengths between the films are also clearly visible in the histograms in Fig. 13.

Discussion

Pore shape: Since the ellipsoid-factor throughout was roughly equal to 2, the pores are relatively flat, and not spherical. The increasing elongation factors show that the shape of the pores nevertheless change with increasing porosity.
**Inhomogeneity:** The films were manufactured by depositing layers, one after the other, in the $xz$-plane. This may explain why the line size typically is shorter in the $y$-direction than in the $x$-direction, and why the variation in circle pore sizes $ps_{circ, xz}$ across slices is large in the $y$-direction for HPC22, but not in the other two circle pore size-directions. The sequential deposition of layers could also explain the high variation in local porosity in the $y$-direction in all three films, as well as the large difference found in connectivity, as measured by the tortuosity, in the $x$-direction compared to in the $y$-direction for both HPC22 and HPC30. This is interesting since the $y$-direction would be the direction of transport of drug through the films.

**Percolation threshold:** 22% pore volume fraction is close to the percolation onset for this material.\(^{16}\) This means that above porosity 22% there is a sharp increase in how much HPC that is leached out, and thus a sharp increase in how large proportion of the HPC that is connected to the top and bottom of the unprocessed film. This may explain why the connectivity was much lower for HPC22 than for HPC30 and HPC45, as measured by the proportion of connected pores, the constrictivity, the geodesic tortuosity and the geodesic channels (Table 2 and Figs. 8-13). It may also explain why there is much larger variation in the circle pore size $ps_{circ, xz}$ across slices in the $y$-direction for HPC22 compared to in the other two films. See Fager et al.\(^{44}\) for a detailed analysis of the diffusive transport properties of the three films, where it was concluded that the low connectivity in HPC22 considerably lowers the transport rate through the film.

**Bias factors:** The characterization results were influenced by boundary effects, effects of the binarization algorithm and effects of the sub-sampling done to obtain equal voxel distance in all dimensions. The influence of these bias factors are difficult to estimate. But since all three films have been treated in the same way, the characterization results should nevertheless be comparable between the three films. Even so, the different properties of the films may cause the bias to be different in different films.

---

*Fig. 8.* Local porosity, computed for overlapping boxes resulting in values on a $43 \times 28 \times 1$ grid. The dashed black frames indicate layers in the $y$-direction with low local porosity. The dashed frame is filled in with yellow with low opacity in HPC22, corresponding to the yellow boxes used for HPC22 in Figs. 9, 10 and 12. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

*Fig. 9.* 200 randomly chosen geodesic paths GeoPath($p$) for HPC22 (left), HPC30 (middle) and HPC45 (right), computed in the $y$-direction (top row) and in the $x$-direction (bottom row). The point $p$ is shown for each path as a black sphere and the directions the paths were computed in are indicated by double-headed arrows. A layer with poor connectivity in HPC22 is marked with a yellow box. The only two pathways through the yellow box taken by the geodesic paths are indicated by yellow arrows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The proportion of connected pores should equal one if the whole film had been imaged, since the pores are leached out and therefore pores that are visible in the FIB-SEM images are pores that are connected to the boundaries of the film. That the proportion connected pores in HPC22 is much lower than in the other two films could be a combination of the bias factors and the low connectivity of the pores in HPC22. Similar effects could cause the tortuosity and channel results to be more biased for HPC22 as compared to the other two films. New connectivity measure: The geodesic channel measure was found to provide interesting information about the pore structures, and in particular showed a big difference between HPC22 and the other two films. Even though both the tortuosity and channel measure are computed based on geodesic paths, the two characterization measures highlight different properties of the pore geometry (compare the top row of Fig. 10 with Fig. 12). The main geodesic channels for example show that paths through HPC22 are not just longer compared to the paths in the other two films.

![Geodesic tortuosity in y-direction](image1)

![Geodesic tortuosity in x-direction](image2)

**Fig. 10.** Tortuosity for HPC22 (left), HPC30 (middle) and HPC45 (right), computed in the y-direction (top row) and in the x-direction (bottom row). The directions are indicated by double-headed arrows. A layer with poor connectivity in HPC22 is marked with a yellow box, and a yellow arrow corresponding to the yellow arrows on the right side of HPC22 in Fig. 9 is shown in the top left panel. The color scales: The same opaque color scale has been used for all six combinations of film/tortuosity direction. The difference in color lightness along the color scales is due to a layering of images of the tortuosity thresholded at the 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% quantile, with each image layer having a different opacity. See the supplementary material for more information about the image layering method. The 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% quantiles are marked with vertical lines on the color bars. The color bar is shown cut off just above 1.5 for HPC30 and HPC45. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 11.** Histograms of the data shown in Fig. 10.
two films, as shown by the tortuosity, but behave in a radically different way. This is especially noticeable in the limiting layer (marked with a yellow box in Figs. 9, 10 and 12), through which there are two main channels that all 9000 computed geodesic paths pass through (indicated by yellow arrows in Fig. 12). As these are the only two pathways through the limiting layer, and the pore size is relatively small, we can conclude that there is a strong geodesic channel-bottleneck effect caused by the pore network structure in HPC22. This type of bottleneck is not captured by the existing constriction-bottleneck measures found in Berg, Holzer et al.; and Stenzel et al.

**New pore size measure:** Taking maxima of pore sizes with respect to elongation and lines, and computing ellipsoid and elongation factors extracted interesting information about anisotropy in the three EC/HPC films.

**Conclusions**

In contrast to the common reporting of only porosity and isotropic pore size measures, we have shown how the wider range of pore geometry characterization methods applied in this work can be used to identify interesting properties of the pore geometry of the EC/HPC films.
films. Anisotropy results, showing a different behavior in the y-direction, i.e. in the direction of mass transport, which could be explained by the film-manufacturing process, were found. The HPC22 film was found to have considerably lower connectivity (Figs. 9-13, Table 2), to be less homogeneous and to have stronger anisotropy (Figs. 6-8, 10-13; Tables 1 and 2) compared to the other two films. This could be explained by the fact that HPC22 is close to the percolation threshold. The new geodesic channel measure also provided insights into the connectivity, complementing existing connectivity measures such as the geodesic tortuosity and constictivity. The bottleneck effects caused by the pore network in HPC22, measured by the geodesic channel-strength, considerably lowers the diffusive transport rate in that film compared to in HPC30 and HPC45, see Fager et al. 44
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